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While I feel slightly that offering another glowing review of Peter Fenton
and Scott White's The Giant's Garden would be a superfluity (you can
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on the website), I was very eager to view this production and highlight it
because it seems to be the standout musical of the Fringe this year. I feel
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Generally marketed as a children's show, this story is based on the short
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by Oscar Wilde, entitled The Selfish Giant. While that original has a lot
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more dark undertones and a fairly sad ending, this version takes the
concept of a garden owned by an antisocial Giant (the brilliant and super-
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The production design and the elaborate though minimalist set is brilliantly
executed and co-ordinated with the necesseties of the narrative. For a
Fringe show, there was a lot of stuff on the stage, and I mean a complete,
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functioning gate and stone wall surrounding the entire upstage area. I love
when a show uses set and prop design only to enhance what is required
by the script, and this show did just that.
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the stage. I have to admit I did get a little chilly just watching.
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Intermission as per Fringe requirements. I don't know if this is why it felt
like a bit of a sudden stop at the end. For me the resolution they settled
on, very different from the tragic ending of Wilde's story, did not feel
complete. I would have liked to see further resolution between the sister
characters of Summer and Winter.
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